
Chapter 5

Cadence Models and Examples

The Cadence prototype described in the previous chapter is best illustrated and evaluated

by developing a variety of models within it1. In this chapter, the qualities of Cadence

will be illustrated with reference to a few of the many models that have been developed

both by the author and in collaboration with others. Each model is used to demonstrate

some characteristic of Cadence that is relevant to future discussions and to show how it

relates back to the objectives of the thesis, the principles of EUD and EM and the issues

identified in §3.3. The scripts of the models discussed here are given in Appendix A.

It should be remembered that the main comparison is with existing EM tools although

some aspects demonstrated by these examples are novel in their own right and may

benefit not only plastic applications but traditional applications as well.

5.1 Stargate

There are an increasing number of approaches to composing programs in a flexible way,

usually involving XML to link certain components at run-time rather than embedding

these structural dependencies into the source code (dependency injection). Cadence can

be used for this purpose and the best way to show this is to look at how the Warwick

1These models were developed as the Cadence tool was itself being developed and so helped to keep
Cadence grounded in practical and plastic applications.
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Game Design library, introduced in §4.4.5, is used in Cadence. The game library consists

of many different C++ classes to provide specific functionality such as loading textures

into memory ready for drawing on the screen using OpenGL. These classes have been

kept as independent as possible from each other in code. As a consequence they can

be combined in interesting ways at run-time as part of a model. Each component is in

fact an agent and observes specific nodes and edges in the Cadence environment, with

dependencies being used to link them into models. To demonstrate this a model of the

Stargate2 is used which makes extensive use of the game library and glues around 200

components together to produce all the visual effects. The Stargate model is also an

excellent example of the benefits of having a semi-structured OD-net as opposed to the

flat OD-net found in EDEN, and of using dynamical definitions.

A Stargate is a fictional artefact from several films and a television series that

generates a “wormhole” between planets for fast transportation [Wikia, 2011]. Originally

the model was developed to test out the graphics capabilities of the game library whilst

also working out the visual and animation details for a game a student member of the

Warwick Game Design society had wanted to make involving a Stargate3. Figures 5.1

and 5.2 show the resulting Stargate model and the Cadence development interface being

used with it.

To generate a model as visually complex as the Stargate involves many com-

ponents including textures, materials, geometry, pixel shaders, cameras, light sources

and a scene manager. In addition to this are the widgets that allow the whole scene

to be drawn within a moveable, resizeable window along with any other models. The

structure that results from combining all of this has over 200 agents observing the Star-

gate alone. A diagram is given in figure 5.3 to show how these components relate.

The diagram shows all significant components and the basic structural relationships,

but does not include any latent or dynamical dependencies. A node shown in grey has

2The Stargate model was initially developed in June 2008 but has been updated since then due to
changes in Cadence.

3Sam Gynn is the original developer of the actual Stargate model used in this project, although most
DASM structures and animation were constructed by the author of this thesis.
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Figure 5.1: The Stargate model

Figure 5.2: Stargate model with the Cadence IDE showing a selection of the Stargate

observables
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a C++ game library agent associated with and observing it (cf. figure 4.1) to generate

OpenGL commands or provide some other functionality based upon the properties of

the Cadence node, something explored further in §5.1.1 below. The highlighted region

a) is expanded in figure 5.5 to give an idea of the dependencies that also exist between

components. Region b) is expanded in figure 5.7. These diagrams could conceivably

be automatically generated from information contained within the model, although in

this case they have been drawn manually. In existing EM tools there is support for the

drawing of dependency diagrams4.

5.1.1 Shader Composition for Bloom Effect

Focussing for the moment on how shaders5 in the Stargate model have been combined

to produce a HDR (High-Dynamic Range) bloom effect [Kalogirou, 2006] illustrates how

Cadence can act as glue. Figure 5.5 shows a more detailed view of this part of the model.

Bloom is the apparent glow of bright objects in a scene which is illustrated in figure

5.4 where different values and configurations have been used to adjust the strength of

the effect. The process of generating the images in figure 5.4 itself illustrates both

the liveness (cf. EUD principles in §2.1.1) and experimental characteristics of Cadence

models. To achieve the effect it is necessary to render the scene multiple times using a

variety of pixel shaders and settings, in this example there are 9 steps involved. Figure

5.5 shows these 9 steps as a chain of nodes that have various dependencies between

them, the dependencies being shown by the red dashed edges. The class name of the

associated C++ agents is given (e.g. RenderTarget). To fully demonstrate how Cadence

has been successfully used in this way the remainder of this section details each step of

the process.

Step 1: The first RenderTarget object (cf. the bottom node in figure 5.5) will

take a scene, specified by the Scene object, and a camera, which gives perspective

4This refers to the DMT as mentioned in the footnotes of §3.3.1. In chapter 7 the DMT has been
modified to draw graph structures.

5Shaders are small programs that are run on the highly parallel GPU of the graphics card to control
the rendering process in custom ways.
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dependency properties). Example 5.1 also includes several properties used internally by

the C++ agent, such as hdr that tells it to use floating point colour values instead of

8-bit integers so that a much higher range of brightness and colour can be represented.

Relating back to the issues identified with EDEN (cf. table 3.2), the texture object in

5.1 is an example of a richer type and so shows how the Cadence approach helps resolve

problem B3, that of primitive types being inadequate. Since the texture object is also

self-describing and groups related observables together, it helps with problem B6 as well.

Another interesting object is the Camera object as this contains definitions to

map from keyboard and mouse inputs to camera motion through the scene. Good

examples are the deltax and x definitions shown in listing 5.2. These show potentially

complex and dynamical dependencies. Whilst these are not animating dependencies,

they are self-referent so would not be possible in EDEN (cf. problem C1 in table 3.2)

where an agent would be required to move the camera instead.

d e l t a x := {

@math s i n ( . o r i e n t a t i o n y − 1 .5707) ∗ ( . d l e f t +

( . d r i g h t ) ) + (@math cos ( . o r i e n t a t i o n y − 1 .5707) ∗

( . dup + ( . ddown ) ) ∗ ( . s c a l e x z ) )

}

x := { . x + ( @root i t im e ∗ ( @camera d e l t a x ) ) }

Listing 5.2: Camera motion definitions in Stargate

Step 2: After the scene has been rendered the next step is to apply a threshold

to it in order to extract only the bright parts of the scene. Another RenderTarget is

used with a specific pixel shader that either renders the corresponding pixel or renders

a black pixel based upon a simple threshold test. The resulting texture object is also

scaled down to half the size of the original scene which is achieved by the dependencies

for width and height given in listing 5.3. Figure 5.6 shows the results of each step

including this one.
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The threshold value is given to the shader as a shader variable (cf. listing 5.4).

v a r i a b l e s = (new

b r i g h tTh r e s h o l d := { @bloom 10 ma t e r i a l v a r i a b l e s

b r i g h tTh r e s h o l d }

)

Listing 5.4: Shader variables connected by dependency

Steps 3,4,5 and 6: All of these steps involve blurring the image and reducing

the resolution. Steps 3 and 5 blur in the horizontal with 4 and 6 blurring vertically. The

result in step 6 is a blurred image one eighth the size of the original rendered scene.

Again dependency is used to define what the width and height of the resulting texture

should be, along with specifying a shader variable used for the blurring process to select

which dimension and how much to blur (cf. listing 5.5).

dy := { 1 .0 / (@bloom 2 t e x t u r e h e i g h t ) }

dx = 0 .0

Listing 5.5: Definitions to control blurring

Steps 7 and 8: These two steps combine first the blurred images from steps 4

and 6 and then combines the result of that with the original thresholded image of step

2.

Step 9: Finally the last stage combines the blurred thresholded image of step 8

with the original HDR scene rendering of step 1. This involves the use of a special HDR

shader to convert the floating point HDR colour information into 8-bit colour values

by using various settings such as exposure. This process is called tone mapping. Once

complete this is used by a widget agent to draw to the screen.

Note that the images in figure 5.6 showing each of the above steps were generated

by trivially altering the structure of the DOSTE graph so as to bypass certain steps
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and directly draw the image to the screen. The DASM statement in 5.6 was used to

achieve this and clearly illustrates the ease with which such structures can be constructed

and manipulated for different visual effects. Such manipulation shows how Cadence

ameliorates problems B1 and B5 (cf. EDEN problems, table 3.2) by allowing whole

sub-graphs to be switched around rather than individual observables being redefined

manually or by loading new scripts. There are actually many more steps included in

the model that have been bypassed as they did not seem to add much to the image

quality. Looking at figure 5.5, the numbers on some edges jump from 6 to 9 but numbers

7 and 8 do exist, as do numbers 11-15. This is an example of subjective exploratory

experimentation, something which was done throughout the development of the Stargate

model and already indicates the Empirical Modelling nature of modelling with Cadence.

. w idge t r oo t c h i l d r e n cam1 sou r c e = (@bloom 0 ) ;

Listing 5.6: Bypassing bloom steps by changing the graph

5.1.2 Applying Materials to a Model

Another aspect of the model which is of interest here is region b) in figure 5.3. This

part of the model describes the material properties of the actual Stargate model. It

also contains all definitions relating to animating the Stargate which are detailed in the

next section. A more detailed diagram of region b) is given in figure 5.7 which, as with

figure 5.5, includes red dashed edges to show where there are dependencies between

components6. As before, the grey nodes indicate the existence of a C++ object being

associated with those nodes and the type of C++ object (the class name) is also given.

This section will go through how a model is described in Cadence using the Warwick

Game Design Library in order to further show the power of the semi-structured OD-net

approach used in Cadence. More technical detail is given here as to how this relates to

6The dependencies shown in the diagram are only a small subset of the actual dependencies involved.
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the C++ agents involved.

Entities that are to appear in the 3D scene need to be associated with one of

several C++ agents. These agents include: IModel, IPrimitive, ISprite3D, ILine and

IHeightMap. If they are not associated with such an agent they will not get drawn since

no agent is observing them. The C++ agents behind these expect to find information

in the OD-net regarding position and orientation of the entity along with certain other

information specific to each type of entity which they can then use to correctly draw the

entity using OpenGL commands. In the Stargate model both IModel and IPrimitive are

being used. The IModel agent is used for the Stargate itself and expects to also contain

an edge, labelled as ‘model’, pointing to a node associated with a Model agent (cf. figure

5.7). IModel acts as a particular instance of a specific 3D model that is specified in the

Model agents node7. The Model agent is associated with a node that has properties

which tell it what model file to load from disk as well as what the material properties of

various parts of that model are to be. Materials in a model file are given specific names

and these are the same names used as edges in the OD-net inside the materials node.

Each material can contain one or more textures, a vertex and pixel shader and other

properties such as diffuse and specular colours.

In the Stargate model each chevron in the model is associated with a specific

chevron material (cf. figure 5.7). Each chevron material makes use of a special chevron

vertex and pixel shader. These have two effects. 1) The vertex shader can offset a

chevron by a specified amount given as a shader variable called ‘ position ’. 2) The pixel

shader can alter the intensity of the orange colour of a chevron to, in effect, turn the

lights on and off, again controlled by a shader variable which is called ‘on’. These shader

variables are in the OD-net to be observed by a shader agent and can, as a result, be

given definitions that control how to move the chevron and when it is switched on and

off. An example of the shader variables for one of the chevrons is shown in listing 5.7.

The example shows that both the ‘on’ and ‘ position ’ variables are given simple

7Internally the two agents do communicate with each other but which agents are connected to which
comes from the OD-net.
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@s ta r ga t e model m a t e r i a l s Chevron0 v a r i a b l e s p o s i t i o n = 0 . 0 ;

Listing 5.9: Retracting a Stargate chevron

@s ta r ga t e model m a t e r i a l s Chevron0 v a r i a b l e s on = 1 . 0 ;

Listing 5.10: Lighting up a Stargate chevron

be manipulated in a direct and exploratory manner. It enables a far richer model of

state to be developed than is currently possible in EM tools, largely due to the semi-

structured nature of the OD-net in Cadence, without which such rich agent observations

and manipulations would be rather more difficult. Not only is it an improvement on EM

tools but is also an improvement on existing game libraries and graphical tools since it

enables typically hidden properties to be observed, manipulated and, most significantly,

to be connected dynamically with other parts of a model using dependency8. Although

it must be remembered that this is a generic system not designed specifically for games

and 3D graphics as these are only modular add-ons. See Appendix B for C++ code

examples of how objects such as shaders are implemented.

5.1.3 Use of Dynamical Dependencies

As well as the glue aspect of Cadence, the Stargate model illustrates the use of dynami-

cal definitions for animation purposes, something not possible in any existing EM tools.

These dynamical definitions have been used to rotate the dialling wheel and move the

chevrons etc. This, combined with additional latent definitions describing the overall

state of the Stargate, enables an animation sequence to be developed in what is hope-

fully an intuitive way. Such use of dynamical dependency goes beyond simple animation

and in fact becomes a fundamental part of the model itself since the logic of the dialling

8Sophisticated modelling tools and game engines do provide access to a large number of properties
interactively but not to the extent and in the way that Cadence can.
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sequence depends upon the rotation. In this section, the process of developing the Star-

gate dialling animation will be given as an example of how such models can and should

be developed using the Cadence tool. The description is given as a sequential story

which gradually forms the resulting dialling animation through a process of exploratory

experimentation where the modeller is learning about the artefact and referent as they

construct it9.

Before the modeller attempts to develop the animation, observables for visualis-

ing the animation, which includes some of the shader variables identified in the previous

section, should be available. However, it is not always possible to identify all such ob-

servables in advance. These observables will be used to alter the appearance of the

model to visualise the animation, something which the modeller can experiment with

manually first before attempting to find the correct definition to produce the effect. The

process starts with a simple animation of the dialling ring, which is similar to an old

fashioned telephone. The ring is made to rotate when the dialling animation is active,

as shown in listing 5.11.

r o t a t i o n = 0 .0

r o t a t i o n := {

i f ( . d i a l ) {

. . r o t a t i o n + ( . . r o t s p e e d ∗ ( @root i t im e ) )

} e l s e {

. . r o t a t i o n

}

}

Listing 5.11: Dynamical definition to rotate the dialling wheel

The definition in 5.11 initialises the rotation to 0.0 and then says that it will

become itself plus some small amount so that it will continue to move as long as ‘ dial ’

9Constructionist learning is a topic of interest for Empirical Modelling which sees its tools and
concepts as supporting constructionism [Beynon and Harfield, 2010].
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remains true10. In the referent (i.e. the Stargate that features in the television series

and films) the rotation stops when the correct symbol on the dial wheel lines up with

the current chevron on the outside edge. This is repeated for each chevron until all

of them are locked to a particular symbol and the gate becomes active. So the next

step might be to have a set of symbols to dial and some concept of what the current

chevron and symbol should be. This information could then be used to detect when the

rotation is correct for matching a symbol with a chevron. A possible definition for a

‘match’ observable is as given in listing 5.12; this was found by a mix of experimentation

and off-line (in the head) reasoning.

symrot i s { 0 .1611 ∗ ( . symbo l s ( . cursym ) ) − (0 . 6981 ∗

( . cursym ) ) }

match i s { . r o t a t i o n < ( . symrot + 0 . 1 ) and ( . r o t a t i o n >

( . symrot − 0 . 1 ) ) and ( . d i a l ) }

Listing 5.12: Observables to check for symbol alignment

Given this new ‘match’ observable the modeller could now modify the original

rotation definition, shown in listing 5.11, so that the condition for when it rotates uses

‘match’ and so stops rotating when it matches. The if-condition would then be replaced

by the one shown in listing 5.13.

i f ( . d i a l and ( . match not ) ) {

. . . }

Listing 5.13: Modified rotation condition

Again with reference to the Stargate in the television series, when a match occurs

the chevrons move and then light up to indicate that they have become locked to that

symbol. So now that matches can be detected the next step in developing the animation

10The ‘itime’ observable converts the equation from discrete instants into real-time and is the time in
seconds between each instant.
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sequence is to move the chevrons in the appropriate way and then light them up. Shader

variables already exist for this purpose, as shown in the previous section. For the chevron

to move, an observable within that chevron needs to go from 0.0 to 1.0 and back to

0.0 again, at which point the light goes from 0 to 1. Three observables can be created

that give this “behaviour”11; these are shown in listing 5.14.

c h e v d i r := {

i f ( . match == f a l s e ) { f a l s e } e l s e {

i f ( . . chevmove > 0 .9999) { t rue } e l s e {

. . c h e v d i r

}

}

}

chevmove := {

i f ( . match ) {

i f ( . . l o c k ed ) {0 .0} e l s e {

i f ( . . c h e v d i r ) {

. . chevmove − ( . . chevspeed ∗ ( @root i t im e ) )

} e l s e {

. . chevmove + ( . . chevspeed ∗ ( @root i t im e ) )

}

}

} e l s e {0 .0}

}

l o c k ed i s { . chevmove < 0 .0001 and ( . c h e v d i r == t rue ) }

Listing 5.14: Animating the Stargate chevrons

The ‘chevdir’ observable is used to choose which direction the chevron should

be moving in. The value of the observable ‘chevmove’ actually goes from 0.0 to 1.0 or

11As far as this can be called a behaviour since it is not associated with agency but rather an instability
in the current state.
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1.0 to 0.0 depending upon the value of ‘chevdir’. The final observable, called ‘locked’,

indicates that the movement animation has completed and that the chevron should be

considered locked. These observables now need to be associated with actual chevron

shader variables to produce the visual effect. Each chevron has a definition for its

‘ position ’ and ‘on’ observables that checks if it is the current chevron and if it is then it

takes on the values of ‘chevmove’ and ‘locked’ respectively. The whole notion of “current

chevron” is an example of the shifting of contexts, which is difficult to achieve in existing

EM tools (cf. issue B5 in table 3.2).

With a few additional modifications this animation can be made to occur for all

chevrons and when all 7 are locked the gate can be considered active, at which point

all dialling animation stops and the central puddle effect can be started. A complete

listing of the Stargate script can be found in Appendix A.

Whilst the modelling process described here seems prescribed and simple, in prac-

tice each of the above steps required much trial and error exploratory experimentation

before the definitions were seen as faithful to its referent. Such experiment is possible

because of the flexible, resilient and observable nature of the model and it shows that

modelling in this EM style is possible with Cadence. It also shows how dynamical defini-

tions enable far more to be described in dependency form without resorting to external

agent actions. The benefit is that such an animation can be started and stopped by an

agent but that the agent does not need to be concerned with actually updating rotations

and current symbols. This further reduces the complexity of agents in the same fashion

as latent definitions already have in EDEN.

5.1.4 Stargate Summary

Such modularity and flexibility to link into more traditional software components is

missing in the existing Empirical Modelling tools and is also an example of how EM

thinking may actually be applied more widely to make these sorts of problems easier

to manage. The use of dependency with a graph structure as a glue between software
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components is novel and as can been seen with this example is a powerful and useful

concept. This applies beyond just the OpenGL game library components, although that

is all that is demonstrated here. Besides illustrating how it can connect with traditional

software libraries and act as a glue between components, this Stargate example shows

the power and benefits of dynamical dependencies (issues C1 and C2) as well as the

necessity of having structure within the OD-net. Without structure such modularity

would be exceptionally difficult. It is worth noting also that many of the problems

found in EDEN such as aliasing problems (A2 and A3), searching of observables (B1),

shifting of contexts (B5), dealing with complex types (B3 and B6) and so on, were not

encountered in the development of this model (cf. §3.3). The model is also an example

of an EM style modelling activity (cf. §2.2.4) which will be discussed further in chapter

7. Also note that this model has been used for teaching EM with Cadence, something

that will also be discussed further in chapter 7.

5.2 Hardware Device Drivers

A few example models have been developed which explore concepts that potentially

relate to operating systems and computer hardware12. Considering how EM and its

concepts can be applied at a more fundamental system level was an early objective of

this doctoral research. An early version of Cadence was developed which could run

independently on a machine as its own operating system. The intention here was to

develop device drivers and all other parts of an operating system within a Cadence-like

environment with prototype-based object-like structures and dependencies being the

fundamental concepts. There are two examples worth including here, 1) a keyboard

driver and 2) a terminal output driver. Both examples illustrate the potential of such

an approach as well as the associated problems.

The keyboard driver was successfully developed within the early operating system

version of Cadence. It involves reading and writing to IO ports, responding to interrupts

12These drivers were developed in November 2007, before the current Cadence tool was developed.
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and then translating the key code into an ASCII character for further processing later on.

All of this was achieved via the dependency mechanism since the IO ports were virtually

mapped into the OD-net, as were the interrupts. For example, when an interrupt oc-

curred it would set a property to true in DOSTE and this would cause other dependency

formula to automatically update by checking the values of the IO port properties. When

the key code changes as a result of the interrupt it causes the translation mechanism to

also update via dependency to change the ASCII character. This is a simple example

but is sufficient to show how interrupts and dependency mechanisms work well together.

The Cadence code for this was originally written in an older syntax13, however, below

is a small part of the driver updated to the new syntax. The example is for reading the

scan-code and converting that to an ASCII character.

. d e v i c e s ps2keyboard scancode i s {

i f ( @root i n t e r r u p t s 33) {

@root i o 0x60

} e l s e {

0

}

}

. d e v i c e s ps2keyboard a s c i i i s {

i f ( . scancode < 0x80 ) {

. a s c i imap ( . scancode )

} e l s e {

’ \0 ’

}

}

Listing 5.15: Keyboard driver example

A terminal output driver was also developed in the same system so that text

13An entirely different version of DOSTE, the one referred to in [Pope, 2007], which acted as an initial
proof of concept for Cadence.
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could be printed to the screen. This driver is considerably more complex than the above

keyboard driver due to the huge number of observables and definitions that would be

required if a pure OD-net Cadence approach (i.e. no agents) were to be taken. Each

component of the screen, be that a pixel or character/attribute pair, would require a

definition to describe its colour and many layers of abstractions would need to be built

up on top of this to provide a useful interface. Such a pure Cadence approach is in

practice too difficult. Instead agents need to be used to link parts together as multiple

separate models could require output in what ultimately amounts to an unpredictable

way. For this reason the old code behind this driver exploited an undesirable feature

where definitions could have side-effects. In the most recent version of Cadence this

capability has been removed and replaced by an alternative agent mechanism, however,

the terminal driver has not been updated to use this new mechanism.

For character devices such as keyboards the observable dependency concept fits

well with interrupts and IO ports. However, block devices and graphical output is not

currently practical in Cadence without resorting to agency (not necessarily a bad thing).

There is some possibility of having abstract definition templates that can be applied to

millions of observables to deal with this problem but such features are far beyond the

scope of this exploratory work14.

5.3 Network Distribution for a Video Wall

Network distribution was another application for Cadence that has been put aside to

focus on other aspects. The idea here was to have the underlying OD-net transparently

shared between many machines so that hardware and software could be accessed as

if it were local. The underlying architecture of Cadence supports extensions in a way

that enables parts of a graph to be virtual or remote. By sending all events over a

network instead of doing local processing it was possible to achieve the desired network

14As discussed in §2.1.3, Forms/3 does provide mechanisms for defining dynamic collections of cells
in a lazy fashion. A similar approach could be taken to resolve the problem here with block devices.
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Figure 5.9: Google earth running on the same video wall used for the Cadence work.

Photo taken by Richard Cunningham
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Figure 5.10: Stargate model running across 3 machines using XNet module

transparency at the lowest level. To demonstrate and develop this a video wall was

used. This video wall consisted of 15 screens and 8 machines to drive them, each

connected over an infiniband network (cf. figure 5.9.). A 9th machine was used as the

server to control the others. Previously a software package called Chromium was used

to distribute OpenGL rendering across the machines but this had many limitations in

that it only supported a subset of OpenGL functionality at the time. It also sent polygon

data over the network rather than any higher-level information about what was being

drawn. Cadence takes a different approach. Each machine runs an instance of the

Cadence environment but with a slightly different address space for nodes and is then

connected to a master instance15 on the master machine. At this point all machines

can transparently observe the OD-net of the master machine so when a model is loaded

each machine can observe it. It was then a simple task to customise each machine to

draw a specific portion of the model from a particular view so that the result appears to

be a single view over 15 screens. This customisation could be done live from the master

machine since it only involved changing a few observables.

Performance was adequate despite the network code being poorly written. It

had advantages over Chromium in that it could support all OpenGL features available

on the graphics cards of the 15 machines. This included shaders. The model used to try

15There is nothing special about the master instance, it is the same program.
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this out was the Stargate discussed previously. The Stargate model failed to run over

Chromium but worked without alteration in this version of Cadence with all of the visual

effects supported. Any model developed within Cadence could be adapted to run in this

way and the video wall is just one example for distributed visualisation. Unfortunately

the video wall was dismantled before any real data could be collected and analysed,

although it was subsequently run across three machines in the lab to get the screen-shot

in figure 5.10.

The network code is currently available in the XNet module. There is potential to

use XNet for collaborative modelling which is important for scaling up plastic applications

beyond the personal model. Although largely further work, §7.3.2 discusses how XNet

was used in a lab session with students.

5.4 Kinesin Biological Model

One aspect of Cadence that can be further explored is the use of dynamical definitions.

There are many models that make use of this concept, most of them for animation

purposes. However there is one model that demonstrates the process like nature of

these dependencies being applied for more than simply animation. The model is called

Kinesin16. Kinesin is a motor protein operating within neurons as a means of axonal

transport [Wilson, 2008]. They move neurotransmitter along microtubule tracks from

the cell body to the synapses. The mechanism by which these motor proteins operate

is not fully understood and so PhD researcher Richard Wilson has been attempting to

construct a discrete dynamical system on a computer to learn about the process [Wilson,

2008]. His attempts have been using the C programming language to experimentally try

out different theories he develops. It seemed plausible that constructing such a model

in Cadence would provide him with a better platform for such experiments and so such

a model was constructed.

The modelling process involved first creating a representation of the motor pro-

16The Kinesin model was developed in May 2008.
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shows a velocity calculation using dynamical dependency:

vx i s {

i f ( . a t t a ched ) {0 .0}

e l s e {

. . vx + ( . . cha i n ( . . f x ) / ( . . mass )

∗ ( @root i t im e ) ) / ( . . dampx )

}

}

Listing 5.16: Protein motion using dynamical definitions

As can be seen the head only has a velocity when it is free and then it is

calculated from the standard a = F/m for acceleration which is applied to change

the velocity. The force has been calculated based upon the chain’s spring effect and a

random component for Brownian motion. In each case there are properties to control

the strength of each effect which were adjusted experimentally to find what would make

it walk. Once working values were obtained some explanation or comparison with reality

was done to see if they were realistic.

In addition to demonstrating the use of dynamical dependencies the model also

illustrates, to a limited degree, the benefits of cloning in a concrete interactive environ-

ment. The bond points that heads can attach to are constructed by cloning the first

bond point which was created directly. Also, the second head of the protein was created

by copying the first. Listing 5.17 gives part of the cloning code in the Kinesin model.

An observable called i has been added to the bond point which is used in the

various definitions as an index so that each bond knows which one it is. When the bond

point is cloned only the index observable i needs to be changed since the definitions

will deal with all the other required changes. This is an example of a Cadence design

pattern for indexed clones and occurs frequently in models. Without being able to clone

in this fashion it would be necessary to either duplicate the code or somehow construct a

procedural loop for generating objects, as is currently done in EDEN models of a similar
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. bonds 0 = (new

i = 0

x i s { −12.0 + ( @axonworld bondspace ∗ ( . i ) }

y = −0.4

nex t i s { @axonworld k i n e s i n bonds ( . i + 1) }

prev i s { @axonworld k i n e s i n bonds ( . i − 1) }

. . .

)

. bonds 1 = (new union ( . bonds 0) i = 1)

. bonds 2 = (new union ( . bonds 0) i = 2)

. . .

Listing 5.17: Cloning of Kinesin bond points

nature (cf. problems B1 and B2 in §3.3.1).

It took considerably less time to reach this point with the model using Cadence

than it had taken Wilson with his C program. This was due to the ability to observe

and modify the process in gentle-slope and intuitive ways as it was running, whereas

with C it involved stopping the program, changing the source, compiling and restarting.

Our model was developed to more closely match the domain by using observables and

definitions that had direct meaning rather than dealing with a more abstract machine

based approach to state and behaviour. It was the direct, concrete and interactive nature

of our tools that proved so beneficial in this kind of work and has shown how Cadence

does apply the EUD principles of liveness, directness and gentle-slope (cf. §2.1.1).

5.5 Wii-fly Game and Presentation

Wii-fly is a game developed for and with the Warwick Game Design society at the

University of Warwick18. The main purpose was to make a game that used wii remotes.

Cadence and the associated game library provided a simple means of connecting wii

18Wii-fly was developed in February 2009 with the help of Sam Gynn.
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Figure 5.12: Early version of Wii-fly game with Cadence IDE

remote sensors to the controls of a “ship”. The original and simple version of this game

required only 161 lines of DASM script to create a world, a ship and connect the ship to

the wii remote (cf. Appendix A). From this it was extended, adding menus and several

different ships. Eventually some of the code was taken into a C++ agent but it still

made use of Cadence.

What this game shows is how a simple module, which uses bluetooth to get

Wii remote data, can be plugged into Cadence. This module provides a single agent

that sends events into Cadence many times a second to update certain observables

corresponding to buttons or accelerometer data. It also shows how Cadence can easily

be used to connect this with other observables via various formulas in the form of

definitions.

The player of the game controls a ship that flies over a landscape hunting down

other players also flying ships. The game can work with up to 4 wii-remotes. During

development there was a great deal of experimentation to get the ship behaviour correct

as well as the gradual addition of new features. The response from the developers
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change and experiment. Significantly it is the structured nature of the OD-net that

has made it possible to combine the wii-fly game and presentation with ease, as well as

allowing the slides to be developed by cloning from a template slide. The wii-fly game is

embedded into a slide, as shown in listing 5.19, where first the wii-fly context is created,

then the game is loaded and finally it is positioned within the slide. The presentation

shows model reuse as well as showing the absence of observable aliasing problems (cf.

problems A2 and B4 in §3.3.1). A presentation environment has been developed for

tkeden [Harfield, 2007a], however this is less flexible and considerably more complex to

use. The presentation in Cadence did not take much longer to put together than one in

Powerpoint (or similar) would have taken.

@wi iw idge t = ( @ s l i d e s 4 c h i l d r e n ) ;

%i n c l u d e ” w i i f l y 2 0 0 8 / w i i f l y g ame . dasm” ;

@w i iw idge t w i i f l y

x = 40

y = 100

width i s { @window width − 80 }

h e i g h t i s {

@window he i g h t − 150 − ( @ s l i d e warwick h e i g h t )

} ;

Listing 5.19: Embedding Wii-fly into a slide
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